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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 

 
Illinois Commerce Commission     )  

On Its Own Motion       )  

vs.         )  

Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren    )  

Illinois, Commonwealth Edison Company,   )  

The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company,    ) Docket No. 13-0077 

North Shore Gas Company, and Northern   )  

Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas    )  

Company        ) 

        )  

Adoption of Policies Concerning the     )  

Illinois Statewide Technical Reference    )  

Manual for Energy Efficiency.     ) 

 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS’  

AND THE CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD’S 

DRAFT PROPOSED ORDER ON REHEARING 

 

By the Commission  

I. Introduction 

 On March 27, 2013, the Commission entered its Order approving the Technical 

Resource Manual Policy Manual (“TRM Policy Manual”), pursuant to joint 

recommendations for its approval made by the Commission Staff, the People of the State of 

Illinois (“the AG”), the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), as well as all Illinois utilities that 

offer energy efficiency programs under section 8-103 and 8-104 of the Public Utilities Act.  

Those utilities are Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois ("Ameren Illinois"), 

Commonwealth Edison Company ("ComEd"), The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company 

and North Shore Gas Company ("Peoples Gas/North Shore Gas" or "PG/NSG"), and 

Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company ("Nicor") (collectively, referred to 

herein as the "Utilities"). 
1
  

                                                 
1 As the Commission’s March 27, 2013 Order notes, the TRM, dated September 14, 2012, was developed by the 
TRM Administrator hired by the Utilities, with input from the members of the Illinois Energy Efficiency 
Stakeholder Advisory Group ("SAG"), including the AG and CUB, to comply with the Commission's Orders from 
the Utilities' EE Plan dockets.  The TRM is a technical document that is filed with the Commission and is 
intended to fulfill a series of objectives, including:  
 
 • “Serve as a common reference document for all… stakeholders, [Program Administrators], and the 
Commission, so as to provide transparency to all parties regarding savings assumptions and calculations and the 
underlying sources of those assumptions and calculations.  
 
 • Support the calculation of the Illinois Total Resource Cost test (“TRC”), as well as other cost-benefit 
tests in support of program design, evaluation and regulatory compliance. Actual cost-benefit calculations and the 
calculation of avoided costs will not be part of this TRM.  
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 In general, the purpose of the TRM is to provide a transparent and consistent basis for 

calculating energy (electric kilowatt-hours ("kWh") or natural gas therms) and capacity 

(electric kilowatts ("kW")) savings generated by the State of Illinois’ energy efficiency 

programs, which are administered by the Utilities, otherwise known as the Program 

Administrators.  The Commission’s March 27, 2013 Order directs that the independent 

evaluators evaluating programs delivered under Sections 8-103 and 8-104 of the Act perform 

savings verification based on the Commission-approved TRM and present these savings 

verification values within the appropriate annual independent evaluation reports of the 

Program Administrators' energy efficiency portfolios completed pursuant to 220 ILCS 5/8-

103(f)(7) and 220 ILCS 5/8-104(f)(8).   Order of March 27, 2013 at 5 (“March 27, 2013 

Order”). The Commission further directed that these TRM savings verification values be used 

where applicable for the purpose of measuring savings toward compliance with Program 

Administrators’ energy savings goals set forth in Sections 8-103 and 8-104 of the Illinois 

Public Utilities Act.  Id. 

 The purpose of the TRM Policy Manual is to eliminate the inefficiencies of litigating 

evaluation policies and metrics of utility- and DCEO-provided energy efficiency measures, 

provided pursuant to section 8-103 and 8-104 of the Public Utilities Act, in each of the 

utilities’ separate three-year energy efficiency plan dockets and to provide certainty regarding 

the use and application of the TRM on an on-going basis.  March 27, 2013 Order at 3.  At the 

time the Order was approved, the Parties believed that a consensus view had been reached 

regarding the TRM Policies, and that such view was represented in the TRM Policies 

attached to the Staff Report in this proceeding.   

 Since the Commission issued its March 27, 2013 Order, however, three issues arose 

within the SAG/TRM development process that were not foreseen as areas of discord among 

the parties.  The AG and CUB filed an application for rehearing on April 29, 2013.  The 

Utilities, as a group, likewise filed for rehearing on these same issues on April 29, 2013.  The 

AG, CUB and the Utilities argued in their respective applications for rehearing that: 

  

 1) disagreement exists between the Commission Staff and the rest of the SAG/TRM 

participants on whether the TRM and the Commission-approved efficiency measure savings 

values recorded  therein, remain in effect until otherwise modified by the ICC in a future 

order or whether the TRM as a whole ceases to be effective each May 31
st;  

 

 
 2) disagreement exists between the Commission Staff and the rest of the SAG/TRM 

participants on whether an the entire measure is removed from the TRM when there is non-

consensus over a single parameter value for Commission evaluation, or just the individual 

parameter itself (with the remaining parameter values intact); and 

  

                                                                                                                                                        
 • Identify gaps in robust, primary data for Illinois, that can be addressed via evaluation efforts and/or 
other targeted end-use studies.  
 
 • [Provide] a process for periodically updating and maintaining records, and preserve a clear record of 
what deemed parameters are/were in effect at what times to facilitate evaluation and data accuracy reviews.  
 
 • [S]upport coincident peak capacity (for electric) savings estimates and calculations for electric utilities 
in a manner consistent with the methodologies employed by the utility’s Regional Transmission Organization 
(“RTO”), as well as those necessary for statewide Illinois tracking of coincident peak capacity impacts.”  
ICC Docket No. 13-0077, Order of March 27, 2013 at 2, citing Staff Report, Attachment A (“TRM Policy 
Document”) at 4.   
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 3) SAG/TRM participants are in general disagreement as to how new values 

adjudicated by the Commission in non-consensus TRM annual dockets should be applied by 

the Utilities and their evaluators to energy savings calculation in a program year.  On this 

point, there is disagreement as to whether the resolved value should be applied to measure 

savings calculations retroactively, around the time the Commission order is issued or whether 

application should wait to the following program year.   

 

 The Commission granted rehearing on May 16, 2013.  Pursuant to the schedules 

established by the Administrative Law Judge, Verified Comments on Rehearing were filed by 

AG/CUB, the Commission Staff and jointly by the Utilities on June 27, 2013.  Verified Reply 

Comments were filed by these same parties on July 23, 2013.     

 

II. Issues on Rehearing 

 

 As noted in the Verified Comments and Reply Comments filed by all parties, the 

parties who sought rehearing request Commission finding on the three issues cited above.  

Commission discussion of the parties’ positions and specific findings on these issues follow. 

 

 A. Issue 1:  Whether the TRM and the Commission-approved efficiency  

  measure savings values recorded therein, remain in effect until otherwise 

  modified by the ICC in a future order or whether the TRM as a whole 

  ceases to be effective each May 31
st
  

   

 AG/CUB Position 

 

 In their Comments on Rehearing, AG/CUB noted that it has become clear since the 

issuance of the Commission’s Order in this docket that there is a divergence of opinion on 

whether the TRM as a whole, and the energy savings values for program measures recorded 

therein, expire each year as of May 31, 2013, the last day of each annual gas and electric 

energy efficiency program year.  In particular, disagreement has arisen as to the meaning of 

language included in the Commission’s Final Order in Docket No. 12-0528, the docket 

approving the technical TRM for “GPY1(Gas Program Year 1),
  

GPY2 (Gas Program Year 

2), and EPY5 (Electric Program Year 5)”, and its impact on the TRM update process 

approved in the instant docket.  See  ICC Docket No. 12-0528, Order of January 9, 2013 at 5.   
 In TRM discussions with the parties, the Commission Staff has stated that the fact that 

the Order approves the TRM for specific designated years means that each annual TRM 

expires at the end of a program year and must be re-created, as a whole, on an annual basis.  

Other SAG members, including the AG, CUB and the Utilities argue that the TRM is a 

continuous document that requires that the previously approved version of the existing TRM, 

and the savings values contained therein, continue to be included in the updated TRM until 

the ICC rules on any revised measures in a separate non-consensus filing.  

 AG/CUB state that, as noted in the TRM Policy document attached to the Staff report 

that initiated this proceeding, the process of incorporating new and better information into the 

TRM occurs annually.  Policy Division Staff Report, Attachment A at 8 (“TRM Policy 

document”), filed January 24, 2013.  Prior to the start of the program year for which the 

Updated TRM will be in effect, the Program Administrators will make portfolio adjustments 

and tracking system updates based in part on changes reflected in the updated TRM.  In order 

to provide the Program Administrators adequate time for making these pre-program year 

changes, the TRM Policy Document provides that the consensus updated TRM shall be 

transmitted to the ICC Staff and SAG by March 1st. The ICC Staff will then submit a Staff 
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Report (with the consensus updated TRM attached) to the Commission, presumably in that 

same month, with a request for expedited review and approval. Id. I n the event that 

consensus is not reached on all update parameters, the TRM Administrator also submits to 

the Staff and SAG a “Comparison Exhibit of Non-Consensus TRM Updates” on or about 

March 1st.  Id. The Comparison Exhibit of Non-Consensus TRM Updates that is filed with 

the ICC will clearly lay out the different positions on non-consensus issues, and, to the extent 

possible, identify the parties who support each position.  Id. After receipt of the Comparison 

Exhibit of Non-Consensus TRM updates, the ICC Staff submits a Staff Report to the 

Commission to initiate a proceeding separate from the consensus TRM update proceeding to 

resolve the non-consensus TRM update issues.  It is presumed that this filing will occur in 

March as well.   

 The evaluation research findings from one program year will be put into effect for the 

first time at the beginning of the program year following their incorporation (as determined 

by the TRM update Process) into the TRM.  AG/CUB note that because each new program 

year begins on June 1st, Staff’s assumption that a TRM ceases to be in existence at the end of 

each program year (May 31
st
) creates problems under either of two scenarios:  (1) when the 

expedited proceeding for approval of the updated TRM extends beyond the May 31
st
 end 

date, and (2) when a non-consensus filing is not resolved before the May 31st end-of-

program-year date.  

 Under the first scenario, even if consensus exists among the parties on all parameters 

in an annual TRM update, a new program year would begin (as of June 1
st
) with no TRM in 

place.  That leaves the Utilities and evaluators with no parameters to insert in evaluations for 

the time period between the start of the program year and the issuance of a Commission 

Order approving the consensus TRM update, according to AG/CUB.  That state of limbo is 

potentially exacerbated under the second scenario, when a non-consensus TRM parameter is 

litigated.  Presumably, this docket will last longer than any consensus TRM update docket 

because litigation is involved, which may necessitate the filing of testimony, hearings and the 

filing of briefs, AG/CUB note.  Here again, if the prior TRM expires as of May 31
st
 each 

year, the Utilities and evaluators will operate without any specific values for the period 

beginning June 1, 2013 and ending as of the date of the Commission order in the non-

consensus docket.      

 Other facts justify Commission clarification of the Order in this docket to require a 

continuous TRM process, according to AG/CUB, rather than the annual termination that Staff 

suggests.  First, ICC orders generally remain in effect until another ICC order is issued that in 

some way modifies the conclusions in the prior order.  Second, other jurisdictions of which 

the People and CUB are aware do not terminate an existing TRM each year pending re-

adoption by the state regulatory body.   

 AG/CUB state that the Staff assumption of expiration of the TRM document each 

May 31
st
 is inefficient, and would leave utilities uncertain as to whether even agreed-upon 

TRM parameters will be applied in a program year.  The intent of the TRM, as recognized by 

the Commission, is to eliminate the inefficiencies of litigating these policies in each of the 

utilities’ separate three-year EE Plan dockets and to provide certainty regarding the use and 

application of the TRM on an on-going basis.  Final Order at 3.  Creating a potential state of 

limbo for consistent calculation of energy savings for various program measures hardly 

serves this goal.  Unless the TRM operates as a continuous, updated document, calculation of 

the savings that a utility forecast predicts will be achieved over a program year becomes 

difficult, if not impossible.  Ensuring consistent, transparent calculation of program measure 

energy savings likewise helps ensure that ratepayer-funded programs are both innovative and 

cost-effective.  For these reasons, the Commission should clarify its Order of March 27, 2013 

and find that an TRM remains in effect until otherwise modified by the ICC in a future order. 
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 In Reply Comments, AG/CUB reject Staff’s argument that each annual TRM cease(s) 

to be effective at the end of each program year, or Staff’s suggestion that any disagreement 

on this point implies a belief that no annual updates of the TRM should occur.  To be clear, 

no party disputes that under the TRM Policy document attached to the Staff report that 

initiated this proceeding, the process of incorporating new and better information into the 

TRM occurs annually.  Policy Division Staff Report, Attachment A at 8 (“TRM Policy 

document”), filed January 24, 2013, according to AG/CUB.  All SAG members have made 

clear their commitment to the annual update process, as evidenced by the Commission’s 

approval of the first TRM, approved in Docket No. 12-0528.  The Commission’s Order in 

this docket directs that the independent evaluation of the Utilities’ statutory energy efficiency 

programs perform savings verification based on the Commission-approved TRM and present 

these savings verification values within the appropriate annual independent evaluation reports 

of the Program Administrators' energy efficiency portfolios, filed in the statutory compliance 

proceedings.  See  220 ILCS 5/8-103(f)(7) and 220 ILCS 5/8-104(f)(8);  Final Order at 5.  

The Commission further directed that these TRM savings verification values be used where 

applicable for the purpose of measuring savings toward compliance with Program 

Administrators’ energy savings goals set forth in Sections 8-103 and 8-104 of the Illinois 

Public Utilities Act.  Id. 

 AG/CUB notes that the annual updates are based upon a review of annual evaluations 

of the program measures by third-party evaluators and members of the Technical Advisory 

Committee (“TAC”) subcommittee of the SAG.  As noted in the TRM Policy document 

attached to the Staff report that initiated this proceeding, the process of incorporating new 

and better information into the TRM occurs annually.  Policy Division Staff Report, 

Attachment A at 8 (“TRM Policy document”), filed January 24, 2013.  Prior to the start of the 

program year for which the Updated TRM will be in effect, the Program Administrators will 

make portfolio adjustments and tracking system updates based in part on changes reflected in 

the updated TRM.  In order to provide the Program Administrators adequate time for making 

these pre-program year changes that begin June 1 of each year, the TRM Policy Document 

provides that the consensus updated TRM shall be transmitted to the ICC Staff and SAG by 

March 1st.  The ICC Staff will then submit a Staff Report (with the consensus updated TRM 

attached) to the Commission, presumably in that same month, with a request for expedited 

review and approval.  Id.  Prior to the start of the program year for which the Updated TRM 

will be in effect, the Program Administrators will make portfolio adjustments and tracking 

system updates based in part on changes reflected in the updated TRM.   

 Likewise, AG/CUB note, no party disputes that the evaluation findings from one 

program year will be put into effect for the first time at the beginning of the program year 

following their incorporation (as determined by the TRM update Process) into the TRM.  

That process, however, likewise anticipates the possibility that consensus may not be 

achieved on every input for every measure.   

 AG/CUB opine that Staff’s assumption that a TRM ceases to be in existence at the 

end of each program year (May 31
st
) creates problems under either of two scenarios:  (1) 

when the expedited proceeding for approval of the updated TRM extends beyond the May 

31
st
 end date, and (2) when a non-consensus filing is not resolved before the May 31st end-

of-program-year date.   See AG/CUB Comments at 8-9.  Again, under the first scenario, 

when a Commission order is not issued by June 1
st
, even if consensus exists among the 

parties on all parameters in an annual TRM update, a new program year would begin (as of 

June 1
st
) with a defunct TRM in place.  That leaves the Utilities and their evaluators with no 

parameters to insert in evaluations for the time period between the start of the program year 

and the issuance of a Commission Order approving the consensus TRM update.  That state of 

limbo is potentially exacerbated under the second scenario, when a non-consensus TRM 
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parameter is litigated.  AG/CUB point out that, presumably, this docket will last longer than 

any consensus TRM update docket because litigation is involved, which may necessitate the 

filing of testimony, hearings and the filing of briefs.  Here again, if the prior TRM expires as 

of May 31
st
 each year, the Utilities and evaluators will operate without any specific values for 

the period beginning June 1, 2013 and ending as of the date of the Commission order in the 

non-consensus docket.    

 On the other hand, if the TRM is viewed as a continuous document (albeit one that is 

annually updated) when individual measure values are contested, the Utilities can assume 

during any period after the start of a new Plan Year that the existing value remains applicable 

for energy savings calculation purposes.  Then, when a Commission ordered is issued, as 

discussed infra, the Utilities can adopt the new value within 60 days of the Commission 

order, AG/CUB note.     

 Other facts justify Commission clarification of the Order in this docket to require a 

continuous TRM process, rather than the annual termination that Staff suggests, according to 

AG/CUB.  First, ICC orders generally remain in effect until another ICC order is issued that 

in some way modifies the conclusions in the prior order.  Second, other jurisdictions of which 

the People and CUB are aware do not terminate an existing TRM each year pending re-

adoption by the state regulatory body.    

 In sum, the Staff assumption of expiration of the TRM document each May 31
st
 is 

inefficient, and would leave utilities uncertain as to whether even agreed-upon TRM 

parameters will be applied in a program year.  The main point of the TRM, as recognized by 

the Commission, is to eliminate the inefficiencies of litigating these policies in each of the 

utilities’ separate three-year EE Plan dockets and to provide certainty regarding the use and 

application of the TRM on an on-going basis.  Final Order at 3.  Staff’s insistence that the 

TRM as a whole expires as of a certain date undermines these goals.  Their position should be 

rejected. 

  

 Staff Position 

 

 The Utilities Position 

 

 Commission Analysis and Conclusions 

 

 As noted by AG/CUB, no party disputes that under the TRM Policy document 

attached to the Staff report that initiated this proceeding, the process of incorporating new 

and better information into the TRM occurs annually.  Policy Division Staff Report, 

Attachment A at 8 (“TRM Policy document”), filed January 24, 2013.  All SAG members 

have made clear their commitment to the annual update process, as evidenced by the 

Commission’s approval of the first TRM, approved in Docket No. 12-0528.  The 

Commission’s Order in this docket directs that the independent evaluation of the Utilities’ 

statutory energy efficiency programs perform savings verification based on the Commission-

approved TRM and present these savings verification values within the appropriate annual 

independent evaluation reports of the Program Administrators' energy efficiency portfolios, 

filed in the statutory compliance proceedings.  See  220 ILCS 5/8-103(f)(7) and 220 ILCS 

5/8-104(f)(8);  Final Order at 5.  The Commission further directed that these TRM savings 

verification values be used where applicable for the purpose of measuring savings toward 

compliance with Program Administrators’ energy savings goals set forth in Sections 8-103 

and 8-104 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act.  Id. 
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 AG/CUB opine that Staff’s assumption that a TRM ceases to be in existence at the 

end of each program year (May 31
st
) creates problems under either of two scenarios:  (1) 

when the expedited proceeding for approval of the updated TRM extends beyond the May 

31
st
 end date, and (2) when a non-consensus filing is not resolved before the May 31st end-

of-program-year date.   Again, under the first scenario, when a Commission order is not 

issued by June 1
st
, even if consensus exists among the parties on all parameters in an annual 

TRM update, a new program year would begin (as of June 1
st
) with a defunct TRM in place.  

That leaves the Utilities and their evaluators with no parameters to insert in evaluations for 

the time period between the start of the program year and the issuance of a Commission 

Order approving the consensus TRM update.  That state of limbo is potentially exacerbated 

under the second scenario, when a non-consensus TRM parameter is litigated.  AG/CUB 

point out that, presumably, this docket will last longer than any consensus TRM update 

docket because litigation is involved, which may necessitate the filing of testimony, hearings 

and the filing of briefs.  Here again, if the prior TRM expires as of May 31
st
 each year, the 

Utilities and evaluators will operate without any specific values for the period beginning June 

1, 2013 and ending as of the date of the Commission order in the non-consensus docket.    

 On the other hand, if the TRM is viewed as a continuous document (albeit one that is 

annually updated) when individual measure values are contested, the Utilities can assume 

during any period after the start of a new Plan Year that the existing value remains applicable 

for energy savings calculation purposes.  Then, when a Commission ordered is issued, as 

discussed infra, the Utilities can adjust their assumptions as need be and as discussed further 

below. 

 Other facts justify Commission clarification of the Order in this docket to require a 

continuous TRM process, rather than the annual termination that Staff suggests.  First, ICC 

orders generally remain in effect until another ICC order is issued that in some way modifies 

the conclusions in the prior order.  Second, other jurisdictions of which the People and CUB 

are aware do not terminate an existing TRM each year pending re-adoption by the state 

regulatory body.    

 In sum, the Staff assumption of expiration of the TRM document each May 31
st
 is 

inefficient, and would leave utilities uncertain as to whether even agreed-upon TRM 

parameters will be applied in a program year.  The main point of the TRM, as recognized by 

the Commission, is to eliminate the inefficiencies of litigating these policies in each of the 

utilities’ separate three-year EE Plan dockets and to provide certainty regarding the use and 

application of the TRM on an on-going basis.  Final Order at 3.  Staff’s insistence that the 

TRM as a whole expires as of a certain date undermines these goals.  Staff’s position is 

hereby rejected. 

 

 

B. Issue 2:  Whether Existing Measures In A TRM Should Be Removed 

Entirely From An Updated TRM During The Litigation of Contested 

Parameters.  

 

 Another issue that has arisen among the Utilities, Staff and AG/CUB revolves around 

what happens when disagreement arises over the appropriate value to be applied to a single 

parameter of a measure that affects how energy savings will be calculated for the measure.  

Similar to its position on the TRM as a whole, Staff argues
2
 that an entire measure should be 

                                                 
2 The People and CUB understand this to be Staff’s position based upon conversations and email 

correspondence surrounding the TRM update process occurring since the Commission issued its Order on 

March 27, 2013. 
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removed from an updated TRM when non-consensus exists on a single parameter.  AG/CUB 

and the Utilities argue that the measure should not be removed pending litigation of contested 

measure parameters. 

 

 AG/CUB Position 

 

 AG/CUB note that under the TRM annual measure evaluation process, it is possible 

that consensus may not result from annual attempts to establish energy savings values for 

every efficiency program measure.  As shown on page 17, subsection 2.3 of the Commission-

approved TRM (Components of TRM Measure Characterizations), various efficiency 

measure parameters, such as the definition of baseline equipment, the deemed lifetime of 

efficient equipment and the deemed measure cost, are included within individual program 

measures, and all affect the total energy savings assigned to each measure.  See ICC Docket 

No. 12-0528, State of Illinois Energy Efficiency TRM, page 17, subsection 2.3, filed as an 

Attachment to the Staff Policy Division Report that initiated the docket, filed on September 

19, 2013.   

 Here again, the Staff position, if allowed to stand, leaves Utilities and evaluators in a 

state of limbo when non-consensus exists, AG/CUB argue.  If a non-consensus measure is 

removed in its entirety, Utilities and evaluators are left with no values to assess energy 

savings for the time period between the start of the Program Year and the date of a 

Commission order that settles the non-consensus item.  Again, because each new program 

year begins on June 1, Staff’s assumption leaves the Utilities and evaluators with no 

parameters to insert in evaluations for the time period between the start of the program year 

and the issuance of a Commission Order approving the consensus TRM update for that 

particular non-consensus measure.  Without such clarification, calculation of the savings that 

a utility forecast predicts will be achieved over a program year becomes difficult and 

potentially controversial, AG/CUB note.   

 AG/CUB also point out that ICC orders generally remain in effect until another ICC 

order is issued that in some way modifies the conclusions in the prior order.  That principle 

applies to individual parameters and program measures as well, and support retaining the 

measure in the new TRM pending resolution of the disputed parameter.  Second, other 

jurisdictions of which the People and CUB are aware do not remove measures included in 

previously approved TRMs when non-consensus exists among parties and pending re-

adoption by the state regulatory body.   

 For these reasons, AG/CUB argue, the Commission should clarify its Order of March 

27, 2013 and find that non-consensus items shall not be deleted from an update TRM.  The 

goals of efficiency and certainty are served if the previous year’s parameter value remains in 

effect until otherwise modified by the ICC in a future order. 

 In their Reply Comments, AG/CUB noted that Staff clarified its position that they “do 

not believe that an entire measure would necessarily need to be removed from the consensus 

Updated TRM if there is disagreement over any subcomponent of the measure during the 

TRM Update Process, only the parameters in dispute.”  Staff Comments at 8.  But this 

modification of position hardly fixes the problem created by removal of even individual 

parameters of a single efficiency measure, according to AG/CUB.  Removal of non-

consensus parameters would undermine the goal of providing certainty to the Utilities as they 

plan their energy efficiency portfolios.  AG/CUB note that removal of a non-consensus item 

– whether it be a single parameter or an entire measure -- from the updated TRM leaves 

Utilities and evaluators with no values to assess energy savings for the time period between 

the start of the Program Year and the data of a Commission order that settles the non-

consensus item.  AG/CUB Comments at 10. 
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 Staff points to the Final Order in this docket’s reference to the filing of a Comparison 

Exhibit of Non-Consensus TRM updates on or about March 1
st
 of each year as support for 

their position.  Staff Comments at 9-10.  AG/CUB respond that no party disputes the need to 

file that important document as part of the non-consensus litigation.  However, the filing of 

that document should not eradicate the existing parameter value in effect until the issuance of 

a new Commission order.  In addition, Staff’s view that non-consensus measures remain 

intact and only the disputed parameter be removed is inconsistent with its stated view that the 

entire TRM expires each year upon June 1
st
.       

 AG/CUB reiterate that other jurisdictions of which the People and CUB are aware do 

not remove measures included in previously approved TRMs when on-consensus exists 

among parties and pending re-adoption by the state regulatory body. 

 For all of these reasons, AG/CUB request that the Commission should reject Staff’s 

proposal to remove non-consensus measure parameters during the TRM update and approval 

process. 

 

 Staff Position 

 

 The Utilities’ Position 

 

 Commission Analysis and Conclusions 

 

 Staff clarified its position in Comments that they “do not believe that an entire 

measure would necessarily need to be removed from the consensus Updated TRM if there is 

disagreement over any subcomponent of the measure during the TRM Update Process, only 

the parameters in dispute.”  Staff Comments at 8.  But this modification of position hardly 

fixes the problem created by removal of even individual parameters of a single efficiency 

measure, according to AG/CUB.  Removal of non-consensus parameters would undermine 

the goal of providing certainty to the Utilities as they plan their energy efficiency portfolios.  

AG/CUB note that removal of a non-consensus item – whether it be a single parameter or an 

entire measure -- from the updated TRM leaves Utilities and evaluators with no values to 

assess energy savings for the time period between the start of the Program Year and the data 

of a Commission order that settles the non-consensus item.  AG/CUB Comments at 10. 

 Staff points to the Final Order in this docket’s reference to the filing of a Comparison 

Exhibit of Non-Consensus TRM updates on or about March 1
st
 of each year as support for 

their position.  Staff Comments at 9-10.  AG/CUB respond that no party disputes the need to 

file that important document as part of the non-consensus litigation.  However, the filing of 

that document should not eradicate the existing parameter value in effect until the issuance of 

a new Commission order.  In addition, Staff’s view that non-consensus measures remain 

intact and only the disputed parameter be removed is inconsistent with its stated view that the 

entire TRM expires each year upon June 1
st
.        

 In addition, ICC orders generally remain in effect until another ICC order is issued 

that in some way modifies the conclusions in the prior order.  That principle applies to 

individual parameters and program measures as well, and support retaining the measure in the 

new TRM pending resolution of the disputed parameter.  Moreover, as noted by AG/CUB, 

other jurisdictions of which the People and CUB are aware do not remove measures included 

in previously approved TRMs when on-consensus exists among parties and pending re-

adoption by the state regulatory body. 

 For all of these reasons, the Commission finds that non-consensus TRM measure 

parameters shall remain within the updated TRM during the litigation of disputed TRM 

parameters, consistent with the position of AG/CUB and the Utilities.   
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C. Issue 3:  The Commission Should Clarify Its Order To Find That ICC-

  Ordered Conclusions On Measure-Level Non-Consensus Issues Should Be 

  Applied Prospectively Within 60 Days of Its Order. 

 

 As noted above, it is possible that consensus may not result from annual attempts to 

establish energy savings values for every efficiency program measure included in an annual 

TRM update.  When this occurs, a procedural framework was established in the March 27, 

2013 Order that enables the Commission to analyze and resolve through evidence, hearing 

and briefing how a measure’s savings should be quantified.  While the parties are optimistic 

that such instances of discord will be the exception to the rule, clear direction is needed as to 

how new values adjudicated by the Commission should be applied by the Utilities and their 

evaluators as energy savings are calculated in a program year.   

 

 AG/CUB 

 

 In SAG discussions to date, the Staff has argued that any Commission-ordered 

resolution of a measure savings value should be applied retrospectively to the beginning of 

the program year, or June 1
st
, no matter what the date of the non-consensus order.  Other 

parties believe the new value should be applied prospectively, but there is additional 

disagreement as to how far into the future that prospective application should begin.  

AG/CUB note in their Initial Comments that in SAG discussions to date, the AG, CUB, 

Ameren, ComEd, Nicor and other stakeholders who are not parties to this docket concurred 

that “the (Commission)-approved and revised measure would apply prospectively to the 

existing program year from the date of the ICC Order forward plus a grace period of 60 days 

or the end of the current program year, whichever comes first.”  See Illinois Statewide TRM 

Version 2.0: Comparison Exhibit of Non-Consensus Policy Items, prepared by the TRM 

administrator, attached to AG/CUB Comments as Appendix B.
3
  Peoples Gas/North Shore 

was the only utility at that time to argue that the approved and revised measure, as ordered by 

the Commission, would apply to the next program year.  Id.  AG/CUB note that when it came 

to filing Comments in this Rehearing, the Utilities shifted their position and urged the 

Commission to wait up to 14 months to apply the new Commission-ordered value.   

 While the People and CUB understand Staff’s interest in ensuring cost-effective 

programs by applying the new Commission-ordered value retrospectively to the beginning of 

the program year and believe their view has merit, AG/CUB also understand the Utilities’ 

argument that retrospective application of an ICC-resolved TRM value creates a disincentive 

to promoting and implementing the program.  In the spirit of accommodating this utility 

concern, the People and CUB agreed to endorse the compromise 60-day-post-ICC Order 

grace period position.  Application of this new value at that time serves the goal of ensuring 

cost-effective programs by not falsely ascribing inappropriate savings values for an entire 

year, as PGL/NS recommends, and provides the Utilities with the time to adjust the affected 

measure’s program delivery.  First, practically speaking, it would be highly unlikely that the 

Commission could or would issue an order before June 1
st
 in a litigated docket that would not 

likely be opened by the Commission until late March, after a Staff’s March 1 Report on the 

                                                 
3 This position also provides Utilities with the opportunity, in exceptional cases, where the measure is ‘high-

impact’ and the Utilities desire to abandon the measure, to petition the Commission for application of the new 

value to the following program year.  See Appendix B. 
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Non-consensus item(s) is issued.  Thus, the Utilities’ position virtually guarantees that 

Commission-ordered values would not be applied for a full year.  

 Second, Staff’s position that a Commission-ordered value be implemented 

retroactively is not unreasonable per se.  The People and CUB understand Staff’s position to 

be based on the desire to ensure that ratepayers continue to fund cost-effective programs 

based upon reliable and verified assumptions that help to ensure that energy savings 

calculations are accurate.  The People and CUB agreed to endorse the 60-day-post-ICC Order 

grace period position in good faith that this represented a compromise that serves both the 

Commission’s and ratepayers’ interest in ensuring cost-effective programs.  Application of 

this new value at that time serves the goal of ensuring cost-effective programs by not falsely 

ascribing inappropriate savings values for an entire year, as the Utilities now recommend, and 

provides the Utilities with the time to adjust the affected measure’s program delivery, should 

that be necessary, based on the updated parameter value.  The AG/CUB position, in effect, 

represents a reasonable compromise affecting the evaluation and delivery of utility programs. 

 Third, the Utilities’ “wait a full year” approach creates an incentive for Utilities to 

continually identify TRM parameter values as non-consensus, knowing that any Commission 

order in those dockets that is issued after the June 1
st
 start date will not be implemented for 

another full year.  Adoption of the AG/CUB compromise position helps incent all parties to 

come to the TRM negotiating table with a desire to fairly evaluate and endorse efficiency 

measure values. 

 Fourth, the Utilities claim that adoption of Commission-ordered values cannot be 

easily subsumed with program assumptions, program planning costs will increase and that 

“there will likely be a corresponding decrease regarding the use of that measure or the level 

of investment in that measure” are overstated at best.   Under the AG/CUB approach, utility 

program planners could assume the continuation of the previous year’s measure values or an 

opposing party’s assumed value for purposes of planning and program implementation.  

Adjustment of parameter values in a Commission order that went against a utility position 

would then not impact an evaluator’s assessment of utility program performance.  Likewise, a 

utility might prevail in a non-consensus docket – a point that the Utilities Comments seem to 

ignore.  In those instances, additional energy savings would be counted for the affected 

measure during the remainder of the Program Year.  No harm would come to any utility 

forecast of energy savings performance.     

 The position allowing for a 60-day grace period for implementing new Commission-

ordered TRM values on non-consensus items represents a reasonable compromise to Staff’s 

retroactive application position and the PGL/NS-recommended, inequitable full-year 

prospective application of Commission-ordered values.  It helps ensure that efficiency 

programs remain cost-effective and maximum energy savings be delivered by ensuring that 

the evaluation of those programs be based on the most accurate data available.  Adoption of 

the Utilities position, on the other hand, would lock in for up to a full 12-month period 

parameter values that all parties know are no longer valid.  For all of these reasons, AG/CUB 

urges Commission adoption of their compromise position, which would apply the 

(Commission)-approved and revised measure prospectively to the existing program year from 

the date of the ICC Order forward plus a grace period of 60 days or the end of the current 

program year, whichever comes first.   

 

 Staff Position 

 

 The Utilities’ Position 
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 Commission Analysis and Conclusions 

 

  

 While the Commission understands Staff’s interest in ensuring cost-effective 

programs by applying the new Commission-ordered value retrospectively to the beginning of 

the program year and believes that view has merit, the Commission also understands the 

argument that retrospective application of an ICC-resolved TRM value creates a disincentive 

to promoting and implementing the affected program.  The Utilities argue that any 

Commission-ordered parameter change must be resolved by April 1 of a calendar year to be 

applied beginning June 1
st  

 , the start of the next program year.  The Utilities ask that if a 

Commission-ordered change is issued after April 1 they not be required to incorporate that 

change in assumption until the following June 1
st 

, that is more than 12 months later.  But the 

Utilities’ position would require the Commission to issue an Order less than 30 days after a 

non-consensus filing was made, assuming a filing date of March 1st.  The notion that a 

contested docket could be resolved in less than 30 days is unrealistic.  Moreover, the 

Utilities’ position virtually guarantees that Commission-ordered values would not be applied 

for a full year or more.  

 The Commission finds that the compromise 60-day-post-ICC Order grace period 

position endorsed by AG/CUB is a fair and reasonable position that serves the goal of 

ensuring cost-effective programs by not falsely ascribing inappropriate savings values for an 

entire year, as the Utilities recommend, but also providing the Utilities with the time to adjust 

the affected measure’s program delivery, should that be necessary, based on the updated 

parameter value.  The AG/CUB position, in effect, represents a reasonable compromise 

affecting the evaluation and delivery of utility programs, and ensures that the most up-to-date 

parameters are incorporated into energy savings calculations and program planning. 

 The Commission notes, too, that the Utilities’ “wait a full year” (or 14 months) 

approach creates an incentive for Utilities to continually identify TRM parameter values as 

non-consensus, knowing that any Commission order in those dockets that is issued after the 

June 1
st
 start date will not be implemented for another full year.  Adoption of the AG/CUB 

compromise position helps incent all parties to come to the TRM negotiating table with a 

desire to fairly evaluate and endorse efficiency measure values. 

 The Utilities claim that adoption of Commission-ordered values cannot be easily 

subsumed with program assumptions, program planning costs will increase and that “there 

will likely be a corresponding decrease regarding the use of that measure or the level of 

investment in that measure” are not persuasive.  Under the AG/CUB approach, utility 

program planners could assume the continuation of the previous year’s measure values or an 

opposing party’s assumed value for purposes of planning and program implementation.  

Adjustment of parameter values in a Commission order that went against a utility position 

would then not impact an evaluator’s assessment of utility program performance.  Likewise, a 

utility might prevail in a non-consensus docket – a point that the Utilities Comments seem to 

ignore.  In those instances, additional energy savings would be counted for the affected 

measure during the remainder of the Program Year.  No harm would come to any utility 

forecast of energy savings performance.     

 The position allowing for a 60-day grace period for implementing new Commission-

ordered TRM values on non-consensus items represents a reasonable compromise to Staff’s 

retroactive application position and the Utilities’ recommended, inequitable full-year 

prospective application of Commission-ordered values.  It helps ensure that efficiency 

programs remain cost-effective and maximum energy savings be delivered by ensuring that 

the evaluation of those programs be based on the most accurate data available, and is hereby 

adopted. 
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III. Findings and Ordering Paragraphs 

 

 The Commission, having given due consideration to the entire record and being fully 

advised in the premises, is of the opinion and finds that: 

 

 (1)  the Commission has jurisdiction over the Utilities listed in the caption of this 

docket and the subject matter of this proceeding; 

 

 (2)  the statements of fact set forth in the prefatory portion of this Order are 

supported by the evidence and the record and are hereby adopted as findings of fact; 

 

 (3)   the TRM shall be viewed as a continuous document, albeit one that is annually 

updated, as described in the TRM Policy Document, and as modified by Finding (6), below;  

 

 (4) when individual measure values are contested, the Utilities can assume during 

any period after the start of a new Plan Year that the existing value remains applicable for 

energy savings calculation purposes until a new Commission order is entered on the disputed 

item, as described in Finding (6) below;   

 

 (5) the Commission finds that non-consensus TRM measure parameters shall 

remain within the updated TRM during the litigation of disputed TRM parameters, consistent 

with the position of AG/CUB and the Utilities, as modified by Finding (6) below;   

 

 (6) The position allowing for a 60-day grace period for implementing new 

Commission-ordered TRM values on non-consensus items represents a reasonable 

compromise to Staff’s retroactive application position and the Utilities’ recommended, full-

year prospective application of Commission-ordered values.   

 

 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, subject to the provisions of Section 10-113 of the 

Public Utilities Act and 83 Illinois Administrative Coder Part 200.880, this Order is final and 

is not subject to the Administrative Review Law. 

 

 By Order of the Commission this _____ day of ____________, 2013. 

 

      DOUGLAS P. SCOTT 

      Chairman 

       
 

 

 

 
 


